We present the result of IR observations in the K band of 39 bright AeBe stars in the northern hemisphere. Using the shift-and-add technique, we were able to detect nearby objects as close as 0.4" from the primary star. We found 9 stars that have one or more companions.
INTRODUCTION
AeBe stars are intermediate mass pre-main sequence (PMS) stars (1.5 < M/M ⊙ < 10) first recognized by Herbig (1960) to be the higher mass equivalents to the T Tauri stars (TTS). Herbig (1960) defined AeBe stars to be stars of spectral type A or earlier, located in an obscured region, and illuminating a bright nebulosity. The number of stars in Herbig's original list was 26, a number later expanded to 57 stars by . While originally broad, the definition of an AeBe star has been steadily refined over the years (see Thé et al. (1994) for a good discussion) as the number of AeBe candidates grew.
To date, the most comprehensive list of AeBe stars can be found in the work of Thé et al. (1994) who published a list of more than 287 AeBe candidates.
After an extensive survey of 47 stars Hillenbrand et al. (1994) distinguished among three distinct groups of AeBe stars: stars with large infrared excesses (Group I, candidate disk objects), stars with a flat or rising spectra (Group II, envelope/disk objects), and stars with modest infrared emission (Group III, diskless objects). Hillenbrand et al. (1994) proposed that the infrared excesses seen in Group I AeBe stars were the result of circumstellar disks. They showed that the nature of the infrared excesses (specifically a spectral energy distribution (SED) of the form λF λ = λ − 4 3 ) could be well modeled by a centrally evacuated (3 < R hole /R * < 25) optically thick circumstellar disk. Hartmann et al. (1993) later argued that the high accretion rates required in the Hillenbrand et al. model to account for the observed amount of infrared light were incompatible with the existence of an evacuated region at the center of the disk. Instead, relatively small IR excesses could be generated by small dust grains heated in a reflection nebula surrounding the central star, while larger IR excesses might be produced by close stellar companions. The importance of close nearby objects was explored by Kenyon et al. (1993) , who successfully modeled 1-3µm infrared light excesses as being produced by deeply embedded stars.
To help to resolve this issue, Li et al. (1994) attempted to determine the binarity of AeBe stars by obtaining quasi-simultaneous JHK photometry of 19 AeBe stars. They used small apertures to avoid contamination from nearby sources and found that 9 stars had a companion star within 10 arcseconds of the primary with separations ranging from 2500 to 9000 AU. Their search was however restricted by atmospheric seeing to objects farther than 1.1" -1.6". For an AeBe star at a distance of 2500 pc, such as MWC 1080, sources closer than 2750 AU to 4000 AU would not have been detectable. High resolution observations can be achieved from a ground based telescope using the shift-and-add (SAA) technique (Bates and Cady (1980) ). SAA is a simple technique which consists of taking a series of very short exposures (specklegrams) that freeze the image of the star before it is blurred across the detector.
A long exposure image, free of atmospheric tilt errors, can then be constructed by individually shifting the image of the star to the middle of each specklegram before co-adding them together. This technique has been shown to work well in the past and to retrieve most of the high spatial frequencies usually lost to seeing (Christou (1991) ).
Our experience with SAA at a 2.3m class telescope has shown that we are typically able to reduce the FWHM of a point source by a factor of 3 in the near infrared. On observing nights with an average seeing we repeatedly managed to construct high resolution images with a FWHM of 0.3" -0.4".
We conservatively estimate our inner detection limit at 0.4" and maximum K magnitude for an observable secondary at K = 10.5 (with S/N of 10 in the final shift-and-added frame). This is to be compared to the angular resolution limit by Rayleigh's criterion of 0.24".
OBSERVATION
The data presented here were obtained in July and December 1995 and July 1996 using the WIRO 2.3m telescope and a 256x256 NICMOS3 infrared camera equipped with the approximate Johnson J, H, and K filters. The image scale was .12"/pixel and we only used one quadrant of the detector at a time resulting in a field of view of 15". In July and December 1995, each observation consisted of a series of one hundred 60 ms specklegrams obtained in less than a minute, thus ensuring that the point spread function (PSF) of the system did not change during the course of the observing. The data were taken in the same manner in July 1996 but using larger series of specklegrams, each containing 200 frames.
Due to our short integration times, the readout noise of the camera was the dominant source of noise.
Hence, since we required a S/N ratio high enough to accurately determine the position of the primary star in each specklegram, we were only able to observe objects brighter than 9 th magnitude (in the K band).
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The S/N of secondary objects in the field of view did not have to be as high as demonstrated by the fact that we were able to detect companions as faint as 10.5 magnitude.
We observed 39 of the brightest AeBe stars listed by Thé et al. (1994) over a period of one year in the K band (Table 1) . Each program star was preceded and immediately followed by a point source star to serve as an estimate of the PSF. This was done twice using different quadrants of the detector. The specklegram series was then shift-and-added to produce high resolution images of the program stars and point source objects.
DISCUSSION
We were able to identify 9 multiple systems (7 binaries and 2 triple systems) with angular separations ranging from .6" to 7" (figure 1). For statistical reasons we differentiate between two types of stars: those with a reasonable distance estimate (27 stars), and those with no distance estimate (12 stars) . Among the first group we found 7 multiple systems with projected physical separations ranging from 176 to 11725 AU. Using these observations, it is possible to determine the mean number of companions for AeBe stars and to compare it to that of TTS (Ghez et al. (1993) ) and near solar type MS stars (Duquennoy & Mayor (1991) ). For each object in our list, a Monte Carlo technique was used to generate and project onto the background sky ten thousand binary systems with all possible orientations (i, ω, Ω) and configurations (a, e, q=M 2 /M 1 ). These were used to determine the number of times a companion would be visible around a
given AeBe star. In order to be visible, a nearby companion had to be between 0.4" and 8" (conservative estimates of the resolution limit and of half of the field of view, respectively) from the primary star and had to be massive enough to be visible in the K band (we assumed main sequence color corrections, Allen -6 -(1973) ). The eccentricity and mass ratio distributions were taken from Duquennoy & Mayor (1991) . The masses of the AeBe primaries were not known and we averaged the results obtained using a flat distribution of masses ranging from 1.5M ⊙ to 10M ⊙ . When the distance to an AeBe star was unknown, we additionally averaged the results obtained by placing the star at distances ranging from 100pc and 1500pc. Table 1 shows the thus predicted binary discovery rate of each of the stars in our sample.
By assuming an intrinsic binary frequency of 100%, we computed that 16% ±1.6% of the companions would be detected or 6.2 ±0.6 stars for a sample of 39 binary stars. We also calculated that 0.2 field stars brighter than 10.5 K magnitude would be observed within 8" (based on computations using the Mamon & Soneira (1982) model). Adjusting for fortuitous field stars, we therefore expected to detect 6.4 ±0.6
multiple systems if all of the 39 stars in our sample were binaries. The successful detection of 9 multiple systems out of 39 AeBe stars corresponds to a mean number of companions of 1.4. Taking into account the uncertainty in our monte-carlo prediction and Poisson statistics we calculated that there is a 95% likelihood that the AeBe star binarity is greater than 85%. This is comparable to that of TTS ( 80% ±22% Leinert et al. (1993), Ghez et al. (1993) ) and exceeds that of near solar type MS stars (57%, Duquennoy & Mayor (1991) ). Note that sources were previously detected around some of these AeBe stars (Z CMa (Haas et al. (1993) ), VV Ser and V376 Cas (Li et al. (1994) ) for example), but that these were not combined with our observations because they were not within the completeness region of this study (0.4"<sep.<8" and K <10.5). It should be noted that to obtain a significant increase in the confidence level would require a sample at least four times as large. Such a large sample is not available in the northern hemisphere, but this statistical study can be improved by observing additional AeBe stars in the southern sky.
It is also important to note that we found companions (which are assumed to be the fainter stars) around 30% of the type I AeBe stars in our sample (HD 200775, BD+46 3471, MWC 1080, KK Oph, and HD 150193) . In the case of HD 200775 and BD+46 3471 the companions were found to be significantly fainter ( ∆K = 4.9 and 4.7 respectively) than the primary star and can only account for a small portion of the observed infrared light excess (Hillenbrand et al. (1994) ). The nearer of the two companions around MWC 1080 contributes about 10% of the 2.2 µm radiation and we estimate that the companions around KK Oph and HD 150193 contribute about 10% and 13% of the total 2.2 µm radiation. The companion near V892
Tau, the only type II star with a companion in this study, is seen to contribute less than 1% of the total 2.2 µm light. The three stars that have not previously been classified by Hillenbrand et al. (1994) have been -7 -found to all have very bright companions contributing between 20% and 100% of the total infrared light from the system.
The ambiguity as to which star is the primary star and which one is the secondary cannot be resolved without further observations of these systems using different wavelengths. However, we can measure the K magnitude differences between the various components of the observed multiple systems and compare those to the 2.2 µm infrared excess estimates published by Hillenbrand et al. (1994) . The measured ∆K of MWC 1080, V892 Tau, and KK Oph are comparable to the estimates from Hillenbrand et al. (1994) . The infrared excess in those systems could therefore be caused by the observed stars if the primary AeBe star is actually the dim star in those fields. The ∆K measured in the remaining three systems for which an estimate of the infrared excess is available are an order of magnitude too small and none of these companions are likely to be the source of the infrared excesses. No stars were found around other type I stars even in stars such as MWC 275 and AB Aur which are relatively close by and have been observed to have a large infrared excess (Hillenbrand et al. (1994) ). We believe that the relatively close distance of some of these type I AeBe stars and the fact that no star was found close to them make them good candidates for the search for an extended structure.
CONCLUSION
We have successfully used the shift-and-add technique to obtain high resolution images of AeBe stars.
We observed 39 AeBe stars and determined the binarity of AeBe stars to be high (85%) based on the detection of 9 multiple systems. While none of the companions seem bright enough to be a major source of infrared excess, we showed that the 2.2 µm infrared excess of three of the observed systems could be explained if we assume that the dim star is the primary AeBe star. The infrared excess in the remaining systems cannot be attributed to any of the observed companions.
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